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Ladies and Gentlemen,  
 
I am happy to be here in Budapest and very much honored to have met you all and 
shared your knowledge and experience. 
 
I must thank the Academic Committee for the opportunity of making this presentation to 
you. 
 
WHO AM  I ? 
  
Who am I      
In the solitude   
Of my world 
 
Who am I 
My legs   
Unfit to my walking 
 
Who am I 
My arms  
Unfit to my feeding 
 
Who am I 
My words   
Unfit to be spoken    
 
Who am I     
That can see   
What is not to be touched 
 
That can hear      
What is not to be replied             



My eyes    
Are not enough    
To outcry my sorrows 

my joys 
my desires 
 

Oh my God    
In the solitude  
Of my world  
 
I have moments   
Of paradise     
On the back   
Of my faithful friend 
 
I know his name   
Pantanal 
But I cannot say it 
 
He knows me,    
My sorrows  
Can he take in 
My joys    
Can he share with me 
And gently,    
Can he carry me 
To the world 
 
Helping hands   
Come along    
With me and Pantanal 
 
Waves of movement 
Fill my body 
Warmth of hands 
Caress my soul 
Gentle breeze    
Touches my face    
Trims my hair 
 
Voices I can hear,    
Addressed to me 
Voices that pronounce    
My unspoken words 
Voices that explore    
My unrevealed feelings 
Voices that lead me    
To an outer world 



I can see     
The blossoming of trees 
The newly born foal 
Trotting around  
The proud golden mare 
And more 
Much more than seeing 
I can share 
The excitement of voices 
Around me 
Voices that call and catch  
My attention 
And loudly express 
My unspoken words     
 
Sometimes 
Those voices unveil my sorrows 
Put names to my feelings 
Uncover      
Me 
 
Day by day 
Little by little 
On the back of Pantanal 
I feel myself     
Unfolding 
 
Now and then 
My hands are helped 
To pick up a flower 
 
Every certain day 
I am picked up     
Like a flower 
And spoken to 
And tendered 
And challenged     
To know 
Who I am 
 
 
This is what this presentation is about: the meaning and importance of Psychoanalytical 
Oriented Psychotherapy in Riding Therapy. 
 
A technical paper on this subject has been written and delivered to the Congress 
Coordination.  
 
But here and now, technicalities are not to be discussed.    
 
Let me introduce myself. 



 
My name is Amauri Solon Ribeiro. I am a Psychologist, with a psychoanalytical 
background. I am Brazilian, born in Rio de Janeiro.  
  
I am one of the founders and presently Director of Equovida, a Riding Therapy and Life 
Quality Center, in Rio de Janeiro/Brazil. 
 
This is how it sounds in Portuguese:  
 
Equovida – Centro de Equoterapia e Qualidade de Vida.  
 
We are a non-profit non-governmental organization.   
 
We are proud to say that we are affiliated to ANDE – Brazil, the  Brazilian Association of 
Riding Therapy.  
 
This is the Team Equovida, all of us Directors of Equovida and with full-time dedication. 
 
Katuche is the physical therapist, with a post-graduation in neurology in physical 
therapy.  
 
Gustavo is the riding instructor. This young man is extremely able with horses. He is a 
Certified Riding Instructor for Riding Therapy.  
 
All of us in Equovida Team have gone trough special training programs. 
 
We also count on the assistance of a Neurologist Medical Doctor and on a Speech 
Therapist. 
 
Some topics should be highlighted in this presentation. They are:  
  

- Psychotherapy in Riding Therapy  
- The Psychologist’s Role in Riding Therapy  
- Psychoanalytical approach to psychotherapy in Riding Therapy   
- A case fragment 

 
It might be said that there are some generally accepted definitions in what concerns 
riding therapy.  
 
I believe  F R D I’s  listing of benefits provided by riding therapy is universally accepted. 
It reads:  

- Improvement in joint mobility, balance and coordination; 
- Relaxation of spasticity; 
- Increased muscular power; 
- Increased self-confidence; 
- Improved learning, concentration, spatial awareness; 
- Motivation to set and achieve goals. 
 

The first three benefits are in the physical domain and the last three belong to the 
psycho domain. 



It is also worth mentioning the document "Doctrinaire Fundaments of Riding Therapy in 
Brazil", produced by the Brazilian Association of Riding Therapy – ANDE-Brasil – which 
establishes the bases for riding therapy activities in Brazil and reinforces the 
psychologist’s roles.  
 
This document suggests that nomenclatures and concepts be adopted, including the 
term Equotherapy.  
 
ANDE Brasil closely follows FRDI tendencies: 

 
“The objectives of the practice of riding therapy are physical, psychic, educational and 
social  for people with: 

a. physical or mental problems  
b. special educational needs or disorders” 

 
The emphasis on the "Interdisciplinary Team" is suggested. 
 
So, considering the accepted definition of benefits, we say that, in consequence: 

- Psychotherapy is always present in Riding Therapy, specially when emotional 
or mental disorders are involved (in our point of view, they always are); 

 
- Riding therapy at all levels is truly a multidisciplinary form of treatment and so  
 
- Riding therapy team should always include, among other professionals, the 

psychologist as a psychotherapist.  
 
And then, what are the Psychologist’s main roles in Riding Therapy ?  
 
Psychologist’s roles are essentially psychotherapeutic, focused on mental, emotional or 
behavioral disturbances resulting or not resulting from physical handicaps, aiming at: 

- Identity awareness, 
- Intrapersonal integration, 
- Interpersonal relations improvement and 
- life quality enrichment.  
 

Of course, their role and responsibilities do not end there. Nevertheless, the 
psychologist cannot escape from them. Moreover, these attributions of the psychologist 
cannot be denied or neglected by the other members of the team. 
 
We all know many psychologists. And we all know in how many different ways they can 
act.  
 
Here, we will be describing the work of a psychologist inspired by Freudian theories and 
techniques.  
 
A case fragment will be introduced to help illustrate this approach.   
 
Sigmund Freud offered us, in the late years of the nineteenth century and in the 
beginnings of the twentieth century, a new way to venture into the human psyché.  
 



Born in Viennese consulting rooms and since the beginning related to the treatment of 
neurosis, psychoanalysis soon inspired other applications. Nor could it have been 
otherwise, once it was more than a method of treatment and was soon seen as a theory 
of psychological life, intending to explain human behavior, both individually and socially.  
It was assimilated by several branches of knowledge, which, under its light, exhibited 
unsuspected polychromies and experienced significant changes. 
 
Far from being restricted to the classic psychoanalytical setting and procedures, Freud’s 
works enlightened and inspired psychotherapeutic  techniques keeping its basic 
theorethical foundations: 
 

- the concept of the unconscious; 
- the acknowledgement of the theory of resistance and repression; 
- the importance of infantile sexuality; 
- the occurrence of transference 
- and the use of the tool called interpretation. 
 

The psychoanalytical oriented psychotherapeutic approach in riding therapy implies a  
certain way of being with the people who share their lives with us, who come to us in 
search for help. 
   
It is also a certain way of dealing with their bodies, their abilities and disabilities, with 
their fears, expectations and  feelings, with their souls, with their integrity and 
wholeness. 
 
The case fragment: 
 
Maria is a woman in her fifties. When she came to us she was deeply depressed. She 
had lost her husband two years before, soon after the completion of a family project, a 
new house and a family tour to Europe. The death of her husband was sudden, abrupt. 
 
A small nodule in the neck took him to an exploratory surgery. The nodule showed to be 
benign, completely harmless. But a post-surgical infection took his life in a week span.  
 
A month before, Maria had lost her father. In the same period, her daughter married and 
moved to Europe. She was suddenly left alone with her 25 year old son and her dogs in 
the new house.  
 
Her life collapsed. The new house became a nightmare, full of recent memories of a 
very happy family life.  
 
Incapable of moving away from the now too big house, Maria recoils and a depressive 
process develops. 
 
Maria came to know about riding therapy through a Sunday magazine, where the 
reporter suggested that riding therapy could also help people with no physical handicap.  
 
The possibility of having contact with the horses encouraged her to look for help. A 
month later she showed at Equovida Center with no previous notice.  
 



We were there, in a planning meeting. She quietly sat outside the room where the 
meeting was being held, near the arena. When we left the room, she was there, her full 
body expressing her depression.  
 
We all greeted her, with a very shy response. I took the initiative of talking to her, sitting 
near her. Gustavo and Katuche walked in the direction of Ravina’s box, to have it 
groomed and prepared to a possible riding evaluation session. 
 
Maria spoke of her love for animals, dogs first, horses included. Soon mentioned how 
sorry she felt for the horses that had to carry heavy people on their back, with iron bits 
in their mouth.  
 
By this time Ravina was near the mounting ramp. I invited Maria to come close to 
Ravina, to touch and to groom it. This went on for about half an hour.  
 
Maria decided to come back the next week. Date and time were scheduled. She 
showed up punctually. This time, we talked about riding therapy and how it could help 
her. I suggested that she ride Ravina, for a trial. Extremely worried with the possible 
suffering of Ravina for having to carry her on its back, she rode for about ten minutes.  
 
Soon after, the first approach to a therapeutic contract was discussed. A strong and 
positive transferencial relationship was certainly being established. The weekly 
schedule was firmly set up. Sessions were designed for 5 minutes grooming, 15 to 20 
minutes riding and 20 minutes talking with me in the meeting room. Riding had 
relaxation as main goal. Talking was defensive. This arrangement went on for four 
weeks. 
 
Riding time expanded and talking time in the room was abolished.  
 
Now and again Maria would ask for a “talking session”. Together with relaxation, 
mourning crying showed up. Sometimes, sobbing fits would come up. Maria cried during 
the major part of the sessions, session after session. Her husband’s death was finally 
being mourned. Talking, while riding and doing relaxation and breathing exercises, 
started. This stage went on for about eight weeks. 
 
On a certain day, during vaulting exercises, Katuche suggested that Maria kept 
mounted facing backwards. She felt immediately better, feeling quite at ease looking 
backwards.  
 
I pointed out that that was the way she was living her life, turning her back to the future 
and looking back to her past. This interpretation touched her deeply.  
 
Her body straightened up, another pattern of behavior appeared. She decided she 
wanted more of her life than mourning.  
 
A great interest in controlling the horse emerged. Soon rein control developed to the 
point that we could leave our arena and go out riding in the Riding Center’ alleys.  
 
Despite the acquisition of rein control, we decided to keep Gustavo conducting Ravina 
with myself and Katuche as lateral aids. The Pegasus Riding Center environment was 



explored. During this period, which lasted for about another two months, meaningful 
insights occurred.  
 
Then, Maria stated that she would like to resume the talking with me alone. It was 
decided that she would ride Ravina on her own and I would accompany her riding my 
horse. Maria now talked about her present dilemmas and challenges, often inquiring 
about her future. Psychotherapy was clearly preponderant during this new stage, that 
lasted for about three months.  
 
On a given date, as soon as we left the arena, Maria looked at me with a certain anxiety 
in her eyes and asked me: 
  
“- Which way will we go now ?” 
 
I replied that she could now choose the way that would best suit her wishes and her life. 
Tears came to her eyes. During our ride she communicated me that she had decided to 
interrupt the riding therapy.  She was resuming some activities in her life and was 
planning a trip to France, to visit her daughter. 
 
 
Before I finish, I want to say some words of gratitude to Leo, a tetraplegic 14 year old 
boy, unable to speak, extremely intelligent and sensitive, with whom we have been 
working for the last 6 months. And with whom we have been learning about the joys of 
life. He inspired the opening poem of this presentation. 
 
I also want to share with you my solidarity with those, like Leo, who suffer in poverty. 
The worst disabilities are those imposed by corrupt politicians, by national and 
international policies detrimental to human kind, by money spending in wars, by 
dehumanizing projects and enterprises. They exclude citizens from citizenship, from the 
rights and benefits of modern life. They spread hunger and misery. 
 
May our good heart, our knowledge and our efforts in riding therapy, as well as our 
commitment as citizens of the world,  be addressed to them. 
 
May peace prevail in our lives, in our countries and in our planet.  
 
So help us God. 
 
Thank you. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


